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ABSTRACT
In this paper we demonstrate coordinated control of multiple
micromanipulators for use in automated 3D micromanipulation
and assembly tasks. We build on our previous work on caging
micromanipulation by using a similar methodology and extend
it to the 3D case. Simultaneous movements of the coordinated
micromanipulators normal to the caging polygon allows for the
transition of 2D planar micro-caging grasps to micro-force closure grasps suitable for 3D micro-transporting tasks. Experimental results illustrate the success and accuracies of both the
micro-grasps’ transitions and 3D pick-and-place tasks. Finally,
the new 3D transportation primitive is used in conjunction with
our previous 2D micromanipulation primitives and an encoded
XY stage to semi-autonomously execute some representative 3D
microassembly tasks.

counterparts [9]. Furthermore, the presence of Van der Walls
forces at the micro-scale can induce sticking effects between the
end-effectors and micro-parts, thus, making the release and precise placements of parts difficult [10,11]. Some researchers have
pursed 3D microassembly cells with with the use of micro-snap
fasteners on micro-grippers, parts, and/or mounting substrates to
eliminate this problem [12–21]. Others have investigated popup or foldable 3D MEMS parts and assemblies. In [22], the
parts are manufactured in a planar-fashion as multiple plates constrained by hinges so that the assembly process consists of a
single degree of freedom motion actuated with hydrodynamic
forces. In [23], a stretchable circuitry is created on an origami
module with compliant joints for controlled folding. Another interesting alternative approach is hybrid microassembly combining tweezer-type microgrippers and droplet self-alignment with
capillary forces [24].

INTRODUCTION
Research on automated gripping and manipulation techniques for microassembly applications is becoming more and
more important in recent years coinciding with the manufacturing trends to create smaller and cheaper products with increased
throughput [1]. There is a much related work pertaining to pickand-place microassembly tasks using micro-gripping techniques
and strategies [2–8]. Manipulators at the micro-scale are limited
in their degrees-of-freedom when compared to their macro-scale

However, it may not be desired or even feasible to always
to be able to design parts with the requisite features for microsnap fastening, with the necessary joints, or that are hydrophilic,
that the methods mentioned above require. Therefore, rather
than utilizing micro-grippers or relying on specialized part features or assembly substrates to realize 3D micromanipulation
and microassembly tasks, we are interested in utilizing coordinated movements of multiple micromanipulators with simple
point probe-type end-effectors. A microassembly cell like this
is flexible enough to handle both 2D and 3D micromanipulation
and assembly tasks. While a multi-fingered micromechanism for
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(a) FD micro-caging grasp.

(b) Local micromanipulator coordinates on a caging polygon.

FIGURE 2. Feature-defined (FD) micro-caging grasp schematic and
micromanipulator reference frames for transport primitives.

tion motion primitives to use with this caging transport primitive
to carry out a sample microassembly tasks [45]. In this paper,
we build on our previous methodology and extend it to the 3D
case for use in automating the 3D micromanipulation and microassembly tasks shown in Fig. 1. We examine the reliability of
transitioning from a micro-caging grasp to a force closure grasp,
the stability of the grasps during 3D transport, and explore coordinated movements with our encoded XY stage in order to experimentally achieve the 3D microassemblies of interest.

FIGURE 1. Representative 3D microassembly problems to be solved.
(a) 3D (vertical) peg-in-the-hole problem of placing a micro-ring part on
a micro-post; (b) 3D micromanipulation problem, that includes a planar
peg-in-hole subproblem, in order to to create ground plane of microparts for stacking of additional mirco-parts

coordinated micro/nano manipulation has been presented in [25],
it has a very limited range of motion and is not well-suited for
high throughput assembly of micro-scale components and devices. The microassembly cells presented in [26–28] utilize multiple manipulators as well but they are generally each used for individual operations and not cooperating to manipulate the same
part at the same time and/or with specialized micro-snap fasteners, parts, and substrates. A vision-based 3D micromanipulation
and microassembly task has been demonstrated in [29, 30] with
two coordinated manipulators with point probes while in [31],
two manipulators with point probes have been teleoperated in order to carry out a 3D microassembly task.
Cooperative manipulation is common at the macro-scale using concepts of form and force closure in order to manipulate
objects [32–34]. It is also possible to use conditional force closure to transport an object by pushing it from an initial position
to a goal position [35, 36]. Conditional force closure makes use
of both the manipulation forces generated by contacts from the
robots as well as the external forces acting on the object, such
as friction and gravity. Object closure or caging is variation of
this. It only requires that the objected be caged by the robots
and confined to a compact set in the configuration space [37,38].
Multirobot manipulation of non-circular objects and cooperative
manipulation in environments with obstacles has been demonstrated in [38, 39] with macro-scale mobile robots. We have recently used similar principles and applied them to 2D micromanipulation and assembly tasks, creating a new micro-scale caging
transport primitive with up to four cooperative micromanipulators with point-probes [40]. It can be coupled with our prior
work [41–43] and [44] to construct rotational and 1D transla-

PROBLEM FORMULATION
The general problem formulation from our previous work
in [40] remains the same here except we must adapt it for the
3D manipulation case. We consider a group of N micromanipulators (N ≤ 4) with single point probes (robots) operating in an
XYZ 3D workspace with kinematics given by: q̇mi = umi , where
qmi = (xmi , ymi , zmi )T and umi denote the ith tip position of the manipulator’s probe and corresponding control input. We assume
each manipulator is localized in a global coordinate frame. Our
objective is to design a set of control inputs to enable a team of N
micromanipulators to surround, grasp, and transport an object to
a desired location and orientation in both 2D and 3D space while
avoiding obstacles (other micro-parts) in the environment in order to solve the representative microassembly problems depicted
in Fig.1.

2D MICRO-CAGING TRANSPORT
When using caging micromanipulation for planar transporting a micro-part of interest, we assume that if the cage is maintained, the part’s centroid, (x p , y p , z p ), will always lie within a
caging polygon (Fig. 2(a)). Guarantees of part rotation are not
made but they are bounded utilizing caging parameters driven by
the part geometries and functions of the micro-caging ε-ring distance [45]. The microrobotics test-bed used here (Fig. 4(a)) allows for use of up to N = 4 manipulators for micro-scale caging
transport operations, as seen in Fig. 2(b).
To translate the 2D center position of the cage, (xc , yc ), we
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must map the control inputs, Ucage = [uxc uyc 0]T , to the local
frames of the micromanipulators being utilized. Each manipulator control input, umi , must be prescribed in the local coordinate frame orthogonal to the manipulator’s orientation (θi ,
i = 1,..,4, as defined in Fig. 2(b)) and are given by: umi =
TiUcage = [uxmi uymi uzmi ]T , where Ti corresponds to the transformation matrix for each manipulator: T1 = Rx (180◦ )Rz (θ1 ),
T2 = Rx (180◦ )Rz (θ2 ), T3 = Rz (θ3 ), and T4 = Rz (θ4 ). In these expressions, Rx (β ) and Rz (β ) represent 3D-rotation matrices about
the x and z axes, respectively, by the prescribed angle β [46].
FIGURE 3. Transitioning from a 2D micro-caging grasp to a microforce closure grasp for 3D transport tasks. (a) Initial manipulator placement in a micro-caging grasp configuration; (b) After successful transition to micro-force closure grasp by actuating each micromanipulator
along its local x-axis direction; (c) Coordinated movements of the micromanipulators along the global Z-axis results in lifting the part out of
the XY plane.

3D COOPERATIVE TRANSPORT
The micro-caging grasps developed in our previous
work [40, 45] are not designed to provide force closure on the
micro-parts of interest since they are to be utilized for planar
transport tasks. However, for 3D transport tasks, force closure
is needed. In order to plan the grasp points for the micro-force
closure grasps needed for the 3D manipulation case, we will start
first from a micro-caging grasp (Fig. 3(a)) and then transition to
a micro-force closure grasp. We can follow the algorithm presented in [45] that uses the features of the part of interest in order
to determine the number and placement of the micromanipulators
needed to form an appropriate micro-caging grasp. This algorithm essentially looks to place the probe tips at convex corners
of the parts, if they exist, or surrounding the non-convex corners
of the part, in order to provide opposing forces on either side of
the object similar to a parallel jaw gripper. The probe tips surround a caging polygon region of the part and are located an ε
distance from edges of the part. An example of this situation is
shown in Fig. 3(a) in both top and isometric views. To transition
from the micro-caging grasp to the micro-force
√ closure grasp,
we actuate each micromanipulator to move a 2 · ε + δ distance
along their local x-axis direction (i.e., the direction of the manipulator center-lines shown in Fig.3(a)). The value for δ needs
to be sufficient to provide a stable grasp, but not too large to
squeeze the part too much. The micromanipulators also need to
close the desired amount simultaneously in order to provide uniform forces on all directions of the part for stable transport and
release. Note: probes with point contacts are used here to minimize the contact surface area between the end-effector and part
of interest in order to mitigate against part stiction. If the coordination of the grasps opening/closing is off, it can result in the
contact points of the probes to move from the tips to points on the
shank of the probe with a larger contact area which can lead to an
increase in part stiction. Fig.3(b) shows top and isometric views
of the manipulators after transitioning into a micro-force closure
grasp on a micro-part. Once the micro-force closure grasp has
been established, the simultaneous movement of the micromanipulators along the Z-axis will move the part out of the XY
plane (Fig.3(c)). From there, the micromanipulators can be commanded to cooperate in a similar manner as in the case of 2D

micro-caging transport to move the part above its desired location. Once hovering above a desired location, the process can be
reversed in order to precisely place the part either on the substrate
or into an assembly position. Again, too tight of a micro-force
closure grasp or misaligned probe tips can result in part stiction
and/or inaccurate final part placements.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The microrobotics test-bed used here is shown in Fig. 4(a).
It consists of an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Ti-U), automated XY stage with encoders (Nikon Ti-S-ER), two CCD
cameras (Point Grey Research Flea2, Flea3), and four computercontrolled manipulators (Sutter Instruments MPC-285), and customized controllers. The XY stage has a travel range of 110 mm
× 75 mm, in the X and Y directions, respectively. It can move
in both course position and fine positioning modes, with a minimum resolution of 100 nm. The manipulators have 3 controllable
degrees-of-freedom with a minimum step size of 62.5 nm with a
travel range of 1” on each axis. A custom LabView-based control
program was development to allow for real-time vision position
tracking, manual, and automated, simultaneous control of all the
manipulators in the system. The graphical user interface (GUI)
for the control program is shown in Fig. 4(b). The manipulators are outfitted single tip tungsten probe end-effectors with 5
µm diameter tips. Manipulation and assembly tests were performed on parts made from SU-8 photoresist (www.microchem)
with the planar dimensions shown in Fig. 5. The part thicknesses
are about 50 µm. A 4X objective was used in the microscope
along with a 1.5X zoom providing a field of view of approximately 2230 µm X 1650 µm. The camera images provide a resolution of about 1.6 µm/pixel. Using this test-bed, experimental
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TABLE 1.
Part Type

Successful?

Ave. Max Error

Ave. Max Error

Ave. Max Error

(%)

(%)

∆ X (µm)

∆ Y (µm)

∆ θ (◦ )

Square

100

100

16

9

12

L

100

100

12

11

11

T

100

100

12

10

15

Cross

100

100

17

3

10

U

100

0

NA

NA

NA

Ring
100
75
6
9
NA
Note for each trial: ∆ Z movement = ± 100 µm; 3D Transport distance = 600 µm

(a) Microrobotics test-bed hardware

of interest. If/once the caging-to-closure (C2C) subtask was successful, the manipulators translate the part along the Z-direction
a distance of 100 µm above the substrate. Once suspended in the
air, the manipulators are commanded to cooperatively translate
the part a distance of 600 µm along the X-direction. Then the
part is lowered 100 µm back down to the substrate and the manipulators are simultaneously retracted to release the part. The
final position and orientation of the part is compared with the
goal end position to calculate the errors for the 3D transport task.
For a starting configuration of (x p , y p , z p , θ p ), the goal position is
simply (x p + 600, y p , z p , θ p ). At least 5 trials for each part were
conducted and the results are shown in Table1. The second column of Table 1 lists the % of the trials for the part of interest
with successful C2C transitions; column 3 reports the % of the
trials with successful 3D transport; the last three columns report
the average maximum placement errors at the end of the test. A
successful C2C transition is defined by the fact the part does not
initially get pinched unevenly causing it to escape the cage and
that once the grasp is established, the part is stable enough to be
able to be successfully translated (lifted) in the z-direction. For
the grasp transition subtask, we used an ε = 25 µm and a δ = 3
µm. The choice of δ is based on the size of the part, type of part
(rigid), and was empirically determined. Screenshots from some
of the transport tests are shown in Fig.6.
The part placements (XY coordinates) after the transport
tasks are all very accurate, with less than 5% errors with respect to its overall transport distance (600 µm). The orientation
changes (∆θ ’s) are due to small amounts of stiction upon release
of the parts and the errors are all less than 5% as well. We cannot report on any quantitative accuracies of the z-axis moves at
this time other than just observing encoder feedback information
from taken directly from the micromanipulators. Qualitatively
though, if the part has a successful C2C transition, it is able to be
moved along the z-direction.
From Fig.6 and the data in the Table 1 however, it is evident
that some parts were not able to be successfully transported in
the manner we had hoped. While the C2C transitions appeared
successful, inaccuracies in the translation distance of any or all
of the micromanipulators can cause the parts to become unstable
during the transport and fail. This was particularly a problem

(b) Microrobotics test-bed control GUI

FIGURE 4.

3D Transport Tests Results

C2C?

Flexible microbobotics test-bed.

FIGURE 5. Micro-parts and dimensions used for testing. Note: all
dimensions are in microns

3D manipulation tests for each part were conducted as well as
the representative assembly tasks executed.

3D TRANSPORT TESTS
3D transport tests were conducted on the micro-parts shown
in Fig.5. A 3D transport test consists of the following subtasks.
The first component of the transport test is to have the cooperative manipulators successfully transition from a micro-caging
grasp to a micro-force closure grasp for a particular micro-part
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TABLE 2.
Trial #

XY Stage Characterization Tests

∆X

∆Y

Max % Error

Max % Error

(µm)

(µm)

X-axis

Y-axis

1

600

600

0.10

0.10

2

600

600

0.20

0.15

3

600

600

0.21

0.16

4

600

600

0.10

0.11

5

600

600

0.09

0.04

FIGURE 7. XY stage characterization: screenshots from 600 µm
square path test

path and tracked the positions of a micro-part in the field of view.
Table 2 shows the results for 5 trials of these tests, while Fig 7
shows some screensshots of the part trajectory from one of one
such stage characterization test. The encoders of the XY stage
are extremely accurate. The stage can be commanded to move in
as little as 100 nm increments. Therefore, the maximum errors
shown in Table 2 are negligible and the XY stage can be reliably
used as part of our manipulation and assembly plans.

FIGURE 6. 3D transport tests. From the top panel to the bottom
panel: screenshots of a trial for a square, cross, ring, and u-shaped
micro-parts, respectively.

MICROASSEMBLY TESTS
Based on the results of the 3D transport and XY stage characterization tests, we can now plan and execute 3D micromanipulation plans to execute the microassembly tasks pictured in
Fig.1. Each plan will be described now along with results of the
experimental trials performed to execute these tasks. The assembly trials were executed semi-autonomously, with the operator
placing the micromanipulators into position at the beginning of
each primitive and then the system autonomously executing the
primitives.

in the case of the U-part (Fig.6, bottom panel). Without force
information at the contacts, it is not possible to determine if a
proper force distribution is maintained at each contact throughout
the transport distance.
However, in order to accomplish our desired assembly tasks
we need an alternative approach to increase the stability of the 3D
transport primitive. We have demonstrated successful C2C transitions at the beginning and end of the 3D transport task along
with accurate part placements and out-of-the-plane movements
with the cooperative manipulators. If we can couple these the
movements of the encoded XY stage in the test-bed, we can
achieve robust 3D transport. We can simply replace the translation of the probes with a translation of the XY stage. This will
move the goal position under the suspend part rather than translating the part to above the goal position. In order to use the
XY stage as part of the 3D transport primitive, we conducted a
series of XY stage characterization tests. For these tests, we directed the XY stage to translate in a 600 µm × 600 µm square

3D Peg-in-the-hole Assembly
The 3D peg-in-the-hole assembly task (Fig.1(a)) has a task
tolerance of 25 µm. The manipulation plan for the task is the
following:
Manipulation Plan
1. Start from micro-caging grasp on ring and transition to
micro-force closure grasp.
2. Cooperatively move manipulators 200 µm in +Z-direction.
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3. Translate the (3a) part or (3b) substrate to align the center of
the target post to the center of the ring.
4. Lower the ring on to the post by cooperatively moving the
manipulators 100 µm in the (-)Z-direction.
5. Retract the manipulator probes to release the part.
This manipulation plan (with Step 3a to translate the part)
was followed experimentally and the micro-ring was able to be
successfully placed in the micro-post a total of four times out
of four attempts. Screen-shots from one of these experiments
are shown in Fig. 8(a) and a close-up (10X) image of the final
assembled micro-ring on the micro-post is shown in Fig. 8(b).
The execution of the microassembly task was performed semiautonomously, as described above. Fully automating the system
will decrease the operation time for task execution and increase
reliability and yield. Currently, the task execution time for the
manual procedure is about 25 seconds with manipulator speeds
of 425 µm/sec. Conservatively, we can expect to be able to reduce this to 15 seconds or less with a fully automated system and
increased manipulator speeds.
This same assembly task has also been executed utilizing
the XY stage to translate the substrate (Step 3b). In this case, instead of translating the center of the part to hover over the center
of the post in step three of the manipulation plan, we translated
the substrate below the part with the stage controls to align the
centers of the ring and post. A nice feature of this scenario is
that it allows for the assembly location to reside outside of the
same field of view of the initial location of the micro-parts. Once
the micro-part is grasped and raised above the substrate, the XY
stage can be used to for large translations to bring the assembly
location and part into the same field of view for precise positioning. Note: the speed of the XY stage was set to 460 µm/sec for
these experiments.

(a) Screenshots of 3D peg-in-the-hole assembly

(b) Close-up view of final assembly

FIGURE 8.

3D peg-in-the-hole assembly tests.

closure grasp and lift the part 100 µm in the Z direction and then
the XY stage is translated to allow the placement of the square
part over the gap created by the two L-shaped pieces and the Tshaped part (Fig.9(a)(d)1-4). Finally, another 3D transport primitive is used to pick up and place the cross-shaped part on top of
the square part (Fig.9(a)(e)1-4). Here, the part is initially picked
up 200 µm while it is lowered 100 µm and then released at its
goal location. Fig.9(b) shows closeup views of the final assembly with different focal planes in order to see the different layers
of the assembly clearer. Some stiction was experienced when releasing the parts after the 3D transport primitives were executed.
However, the manipulation plan was successfully accomplished
a total of three times.

3D Positioning & Stacking
The 3D positioning and stacking assembly problem
(Fig.1(b)) has a task tolerance of 75 µm. For this task, we start
with micro-parts all in their goal orientation in a horizontal line
at the top of the field of view of the microscope (Fig.9(a)(a)1). The first L-shaped piece is moved into position first using
the micro-caging transport primitive in the usual manner. The
simply requires a 600 µm move along the Y-axis (Fig9(a)(a)14). The second L-part is manipulated next. This time we use
the XY stage to move the part to its goal position (∆ X = 600
µm, ∆ Y = 200 µm) while it is caged by the micromanipulators (Fig9(a)(b)1-4). Fig9(a)(c)1-4 show the planar manipulation
of the T-part, again using the micro-caging grasps and XY stage
translations to get the part close to its goal configuration. Then
an one-sided-pushing (OSP) primitive [40] is used to accomplish
the planar peg-in-the-hole subproblem to place the T-part in its
goal location. The square part is then manipulated in 3D with
the coordinated micromanipulators. They apply a micro-force-

DISCUSSION
We postulate that more stable micro-force-closure grasps
can be obtained through the use of a select number of dualtipped-probe endeffectors mounted to the cooperative micromanipulators, based on the work in [42, 43]. Due to the diameter of
the shank of our probes, when mounting two probes side-by-side
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This can be applied initially in which a subsequent 3D transport
primitive can be administered to the part while it is already in its
goal orientation. Similarly, the orientation can also be modified
and/or adjusted upon placement of the part back on the substrate
(or any planar surface) after a transport task has been finished to
obtain the final goal orientation.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a 3D transportion
primitive of micro-parts using coordinated micromanipulators
and and encoded XY stage. This technique is suitable for 3D
micromanipulation and assembly tasks. Experimental results on
two canonical examples show the efficacy of our approach with
task tolerances of 25 µm and 75 µm, respectively. Future work
will look towards fully automating our assembly process through
the use of vision feedback, micro-force sensing, and customized
probes for increased reliability and overall performance.
(a) 3D positioning & stacking assembly screenshots
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3D positioning & stacking assembly tests.
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